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Contact Details etc.

• Email Address: mailto:c.j.pulley@hud.ac.uk

• Home Page: http://scom.hud.ac.uk/scomcjp

• Room Number: CW2/05

• Extension Number: 2300

From my home page you can access the CIS2344 module page (ie.
http://scom.hud.ac.uk/scomcjp/cis2344) and my timetable.

Use email to contact me (I receive email both at home and at work).

Otherwise, use the timetable to determine when I am around at the
University.

mailto:c.j.pulley@hud.ac.uk
http://scom.hud.ac.uk/scomcjp
http://scom.hud.ac.uk/scomcjp/cis2344


Introduction

Java is the teaching language that shall be used on this course.
Everyone on the course should have encountered C++ or Java prior to
starting this module.

All program based material will use this language.

Any software that I distribute will only be supported by myself on
UNIX and Linux operating systems. I do not own a PC, so take PC
related questions to the technicians in room CW2/04.

Copies of all lecture and tutorial material are kept on the module web
page.

This course does not teach Java. Rather it attempts to build on your
prior Java (for some object-oriented) learning.

All Java code on this course shall assume that you have at least
JDK/J2SE 1.4 (homepage:
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4.2/download.html) installed at home.
In addition, all Java code development shall be done using the Bluej
Integrated Development Environment (homepage:
http://www.bluej.org).

This software can either be downloaded from the relevant cited web
sites or it can be installed from the relevant OLRC CDs.

http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4.2/download.html
http://www.bluej.org


Recommended Reading

In term 1 we shall be using the following texts:

An Introduction to Data Structures and Algorithms with Java by
G.W.Rowe. Prentice-Hall, 1998.

and:

Data Structures and Algorithms in Java by M.T.Goodrich and
R.Tamassia. Wiley, 1997.

In term 2 (and parts of term 1) we shall be using the text:

Concurrency: State Models and Java Programs by J.Magee and
J.Kramer. Wiley, 1999.

If you have trouble loaning these books out of the library, then try
looking at many similar titled books based on Java and other languages
such as C and C++.



What is this Course About?

Example 1

Suppose we have a group on N numbers and we wish to find the kth

largest number.

Obvious Solution

Algorithm: Obvious solution

Input: An array of integers and an array index
Output: kth largest element of the array

read the numbers into an array
sort the array into decreasing order (in some way!)
pick out and return the kth element of the array



Clever Solution

Algorithm: Clever Solution

Input: An array of integers and an array index
Output: kth largest element of the array

read the first k elements into an array
sort the k-element array into descending order (in some way!)
for each remaining element: do

if it is smaller than the kth element then
then throw it away

else
place it into the correct position of the array, bumping one
element out of the array

end if
end for
return the kth element of the array



Which is the Better Solution?

An Exercise?

Code up these solutions, and test them! - if done correctly, you will see
that both solutions are equally slow!!

Latter in the course we will analyse this problem again to obtain a truly
efficient solution.



This course aims at developing:

• skills to design and implement solutions to such problems

• analyse your potential solutions

• determine what/which program fragments should be optimised

Slogan 1 Just because a solution works, you can not necessarily
consider it a good solution.



Example 2

Consider the following word puzzle:

• given a two-dimensional array of characters and a list of words

• object of the game is to find all the given words in the
two-dimensional array

• words may occur horizontally, vertically or diagonally (in any
direction)

Data Structure

Model occurrence of a word as a tuple:

(x− co− ord, y − co− ord, word− direction)



Sample Word Puzzle

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 E T F W P H

1 A E O I O O

2 T E R M U O

3 Q M E F R P

4 E T A R I Z
x-coord is horizontal (ie. row) and y-coord is vertical (ie. column)

Words to find (using points of a compass for direction):

• IF (Starting co-ordinate = (4, 4, NW ))

• ME (Starting co-ordinate = (1, 3, SW ))

• MEET (Starting co-ordinate = (1, 3, N))

• IRATE (Starting co-ordinate = (4, 4,W ))

• PIRM (Starting co-ordinate = (4, 0, SW ))



Obvious Solution

Algorithm: Obvious Solution

Input: An array of characters and a list of words
Output: A list of words and their co-ordinates occuring in our array

solution list = empty list
for each word in our word list: do

for each row, column and direction: do
if word occurs at (row, column, direction) then

add (row, column, direction, word) to the solution list
end if

end for
end for
return the solution list



Can we do Better?

Latter on in this course, we shall learn techniques that shall allow us to
produce truly efficient solutions to this problem.

Slogan 2 Just because a solution works, you can not necessarily
consider it a good solution.


